The Members Of The American-Irish Society
Wish Everyone At Baruch
A Happy And Successful Year.
We Will Meet In Room 713 Next Term,
Thursday At 12:00.
All Students Are Welcome.

Interdisciplinary Program in
"Religion and Culture"

Freshman Seminar Program
To Undergo Some Changes

Students Fill Seats On Committees

|||

Freshman Seminar Program
To Undergo Some Changes

Interdisciplinary Program in
"Religion and Culture"

Freshman Seminar Program
To Undergo Some Changes

Interdisciplinary Program in
"Religion and Culture"

Registration

Three themes to choose from:

1) Human Relations
2) Ethnic Relations
3) Behavioral Skills

Pick up applications in room 212 s.c. Lobby desk s.c. and room 206 Freshman Center

Special For Freshmen:

Lampport Leaders Mini Lab
Thursday Jan 4 11:30 - 1:30;
Room 612 Freshman Center

Who Will Be The Next Editor Of Ticker

Open Hearings

Have a say in who will be the most important student in the school.

Friday, Jan 5
5:00 - 7:00

Student Center Cafeteria

All Students Invited
I had never understood what was "good" about "good." To me, it's always been rather sad, leaving some of something or anything has never been enjoyable, or easy. So you can see that I'm not very happy about writing this. I always been rather sad, leaving someone...

...such as Vietnam, or the presidential...
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...when Food is in...
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...for the entire time I...
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...music to be heard since Sam and Dave."
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...money so

...could send "Party Time Girl of...

...to be a high point in this school, and...

...to take these events similar to the...

...to be disbanded."

...to be a musician in this country, you'll...

...get into the Airplane front office. Im still...

...producer of a record label conference room talking to...

...engine kicked right over (of course, I kicked...

...running (probably so I wouldn't kick it...

...appeared to be not raining but snowing."

...of a record label conference room talking to...

...after being editor for three semesters. It will be rather...

...wanted to print his letter. Was he...

...to a small percentage...

...dollars when one considers how...

...wouldn't so I called it a cab and that cer...

...engine kicked right over (of course, I kicked...

...who appealed to everyone? But that would be...

...be a high point in this school, and...

...wouldn't so I called it a cab and that cer...

...to a small percentage...

...dollars when one considers how...
**New Star Organization Presents**

**A Night Of Fashion**

**And Dance**

**Place:** The Savory Manor

**Grand/Ballroom 120 E. 149th St.**

**Date:** Fri., Jan. 19, 1973

**Time:** 11 Until

**Directions:** Take No. 4 Or 5 Lex Train To 149th St. & Grand Concourse

**Live Music & WBLSDJ.**

**Baruch Students Free Others $5.00**

**You Just Gonna Be There!**

---

**La Plume de l'Ecrivan**

**Atom-H**

The most ancient form of writing, where we are now

**TERSESSION. Please check our**

**meeting of the, Btonagement COMING FINALS, AND BEST STU**

---

**Hillel Garden of the Frinzi Continis**

**Academy Award Winner**

**Thurs., Jan. 4th**

**12 - 2**

**Room 114 - 24th St Aud.**

---

**The Psychology Society and Psi Chi Present A**

**"Student - Faculty Reception"**

**Thurs., Jan. 4 at 12:00 Noon**

**Faculty Lounge - 24th St. Bldg. 5th Floor.**

**All Psychology Students are invited to enjoy the festivities.**

---

**Draft Counseling During Intersession**

**The Student Draft Counseling Office Rm. 307A Student Center Will Be Open During Intersession The Hours Will Be Posted On Our Door. If You Need Help We Will Be Here**
Dear Andrew Franklin,

I read your column, “The Outsider” in the Ticker, and I must confess that I find it a bit much intrusive and often filled with inconsequential pieces that you write. Although I understand your attempt to convey our message to you in the most effective way possible, I feel that this time you have not succeeded. You mention that you are looking for a clearer racist stance than Franklin's. I have to say that you have not succeeded in this. We are deeply grateful for the “Outsider” or any other column to unforgetable character. Uncle Morris will be the subject.

Firstly, I must point out that I have been a student at Baruch for several years, and I have not found your column to be a reliable source of information. As a student, I have found that the information I receive from the administration is often distorted and misleading. I believe that it is important for students to have access to accurate and reliable information, and I feel that your column does not provide this.

Secondly, I believe that it is important for students to have a voice in the decision-making process that affects them. As a student, I have the right to be heard and to participate in the decision-making process. I feel that your column does not provide this opportunity.

I must also point out that your column often contains inaccuracies and misrepresentations. For example, you mention that Franklin has a racist stance. However, I do not believe this to be the case. Franklin has always been a proponent of diversity and inclusion, and I believe that his stance is more nuanced than you suggest.

I must also mention that I believe that your column is often overly critical and negative. I believe that it is important for students to have a positive and supportive environment in which to learn and grow. I feel that your column does not provide this.

I must also mention that I believe that your column is often overly critical and negative. I believe that it is important for students to have a positive and supportive environment in which to learn and grow. I feel that your column does not provide this.

I must also mention that I believe that your column is often overly critical and negative. I believe that it is important for students to have a positive and supportive environment in which to learn and grow. I feel that your column does not provide this.

I hope that you will consider these points in your future columns. I believe that it is important for students to have a voice in the decision-making process that affects them. I believe that your column can be improved if you take these points into consideration.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]